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An exploratory analysis was performed to determine the feasibility of
outer planet, round-trip Mission profiles which might have manned flight appli-
cations. Simplifying assumptions used minimized the analytical effort, but the
main conclusions are still considered valid. A round-trip flyby of Jupiter of
approximately 1000 days duration was found, which appears to be within the
capabilities of technology generally assumed for a manned Mars stopover mis-
sion. Missions beyond Jupiter were found to be either of very long duration
or very demanding in terms of propulsion requirements. Multipianet flybys
,ere not examined, but it is suggested that, at least in the case of a Jupiter-
Saturn-and-return flyby, energy requirements might bP less than for the Saturn-
only case. i
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Symbols are listed in subscripted form ( rather than a separate list of
subscripts) in order to assure indication of correct meaning.
Symbol Meanin
6 Eccentric anomaly
EMOS Earth's mean orbital speed (29. 8 km/sec)
n Integral number of Earth years during mission
(e. g. , for a 5. 67-year mission n = 5)
Po Duration of one Earth year
R Radius (in km)
Rar Radius from target planet center at which apsidal
rotation maneuver occurs
R Perihelion radius from sun (i A. U. , 149.6 x iOl km)
Rpmin Minimum allowed periapsis radius at target planet
Rpo Radius of parking orbit around Earth
Rpt Periapsis radius at target planet
R Radius of target planet's orbit from sun
V Velocity in km/sec
Var Planetocent-pic velocity at which apsidal rotation
maneuver occurs
Val Aerodynamic entry velocity at Earth return



























Planetocentric velocity for circular capture at Hpt
at target planet
Planetocentric approach velocity
Hyperbolic excess velocity at Earth departure.
Heliocentric perihelion velocity for transfer
Perihelion velocity for Hohmann transfer to target
Velocity in Earth parking orbit
r
Planetocentric periapsis velocity at target planet
i
Target planet mean orbital speed	 A
1
Components of velocity used in transferring from
heliocentric to planetocentric coordinates
Velocity at Earth parking orbit radius to produce
VHP4
i
Heliocentric approach velocity at target
Propulsive velocity change ( assumed impulsive
AV required for apsidal rotation
AV for marginal capture at target planet
AV for circular capture at target planet
	 -
AV for Earth departure





















Orbit eccentricity for transfer
Eccentricity for Hohmann transfer from Earth to
target planet
Eccentricity of approach hyperbola at targe^ planet
Heliocentric angle of transfer from Earth to target
planet
Planetocentric approach angle defined by equations
(19) & (20)
Solar gravitational constant, km'/seo2
Earth's gravitational constant
Target planet gravitational constant
.Duration of transfer
Duratioc? of Hohmann transfer
SYMMETR I C ROUND TR I P FLYBYS TO OUTER PLANET
SUMMARY
An exploratory analysis was performed to determine the feasibility of
outer planet, round-trip mission profiles which might have manned flight appli-
cations. Simplifying assumptions used minimized the analytical effort, but the
main conclusions are still considered valid *
 A round-trip flyby of Jupiter of
approximately 1400 days duration was found which appears to be within the
capabilities of technology generally aswimed for a manned Mans stopover mis-
sion. Missions beyond Jupiter were found to be either of very long duration or
very demanding in terms of propulsion requirements. Multiplanet flybys were
not examin9d, but it is suggested that, at least in the case of a Jupiter-Saturn-
and-return :flyby, energy requirements might be less than for the Saturn-only
case.
PURPOSE
This report communicates results of an exploratory investigation into
outer planet missions. The purpose of the investigation was to arrive at initial
`	 estimates of the level of technology that might be required for manned missions
ki
	
to the outer planets and to select certain mission profiles for more precise
analysis.
BACKGROUND
The powerful gravitational field of Jupiter has long been recognized as a
potentially effective means of trajectory shaping for space missions. Stewart [I
has discussed a variety of possible space probe missions based on Jupiter fly-
bys, and others have been studied at MSFC 12).
 The specific concept of using
}	 Jupiter flyby to facilitate Earth return is not mentioned in either of these refer-
ences, although the analytical methods used are applicable 13).
 F'or an un-
manned mission there is probably no motivation to attempt an Earth-return mis-
sion. However, a "free" (i.e. nonpropulsive) Earth return might make a
Jupiter flyby a feasible manned mission if the duration were not too great.
The analysis herein reported was undertaken to assess the eight me-
chantcs feasibility of a manned Jupiter flyby. Simplifying assumptions, as
noted in the following ie ction, were used to facilitate a straightforward analysis.
For completeness, mission profiles to the other outer planets were determined,
although attractive manned mission possibilities were not expected,
ANALYSIS
The concept of the symmetric outer planet flyby shown in Figure i
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FIGURE 1. SYMMETRIC JUPITFII FLYBY CONCEPT
the trajectory of the spacecraft so that it returns to Earth. If the gravitational
deflection is insufficient, propulsion may be employed to assist and effect Earth
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i. Planetary orbits are circular and coplanar.
2. Departures from and arrivals at Earth are tangential to Earth's
orbit.
3. The analytical method consisted of "patched conicW 1 (which assumes
that planetary and solar gravitational fields may be considered
independently) ,
4. Outbound paths are symmetrical with inbound paths.
These trajectories are classified type I; therefore, we ma y
 be sure that
all possible transfers will be of shorter duration than the Hohmann transfer,
The minimum duration trip is one for which the Earth simply travels from point
A to point B during the mission ( less than one year) Other missions will be
found where the Earth makes one or more complete revolutions during the mis-
sion. A round trip mission requires that Earth be at point A on departure from
Earth and at point B on return to Earth. Approximate hand calculations made
for the Jupiter ease illustrate the nature of the solutions ( Fig. 2) , which occur
where the "spacecraft" and "Earth" curves intersect.
The following analysis gives the equations and sequence of solution with-
out derivations. The first step is to establish the duration of the Hohmann trans-








As the flyby missions go to longer durations, approaching Hohmann
conditions, the angle 0 approaches 7r, and if n is the integral number of complete
revolutions made by the Earth during the missions, the total duration approaches:
r



























Therefore, if we select a value, n, such that
(n + 1) P16 > 2T  > nP4b
4
and we desire that 2(n max7f + 0) P^ < 2TH (thus setting the longest mission at
a shorter duration than 2T H) , and noting 0 N r, we find it to be very likely true
that n	 = n-2.
max
Further, it may be noted that, since the Hohmann mission is minimum
energy, the perihelion velocities for all the flyby missions will be higher than
for the Hohmann mission:
1^1VPH 	 (4)p
Then, always, VP > VPH	 (5)
An iterative solution is required to find VP for any value of n. It is convenient
to begin with VP = VPH + i where velocities are in km/sec.
Eccentricity of the transfer is computed by:
R V2E= p P 	 (6)
1A
Heliocentric angle traversed during transfer to the target planet's orbit
is given by:
Rp V 2 Rt-i
cos 0 = E
The computer performs an inverse tangent routine to derive inverse functions.
Therefore, we set;





As tan 0 ranges from - ,* to oo , the value of 0 determined by the computer will
range from - 7r/2 to 7r/2. Therefore, a test routine is used such that if cos 0 is
negative, values of 0 between 7r/2 and 7r are generated.
Another test is usG '. prior to calculating transfer time to determine
whether the transfer is elliptic or hyperbolic. if E < i, the transfer is elliptic,
and we find a parameter, ^, from
cos = 1 _t 	 E	 9E	 R	 E	 ( )
p
' is found from cos & by the inverse tangent routine. Transfer time is then
found from
3/2Rp
T= 1 - E	 (^_ Esin	 (10)
If r > i the transfer is :hyperbolic and is found from
	







`	 and	 T=	 µ- 1	 ( E sinh - ^)	 (ii)	 w0
We then set T = P
6
 (n+ e ) and iterate on VP to get T = TS . The iteration scheme
attempts to use a Newton-Raphson method; if this fails by setting VP < VPR , as
is rather likely for near-Hohmann conditions, a decreasing-increment seal-,,h is
used. The iteration is converged When
IT - Ts
 J --- 100 000 sec	 ( slightly more than i day)
I
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For heliocentric approach angle at the target:
iµ 0 Rte
	=tan-i R2V z sin 0	 (12)
p P
For heliocentric approach velocity,
1/2
	V = v2 - 2 µo - 
µo	
(13)9T	 P	 Rp R 
The swingb.^ r itself must be analyzed in planetocentric coordinates. The
velocity of the planet about the sun will be comparable to the velocity of the
spacecraft and cannot be ignored. The velocity diagram below, drawn in helio-
centric coordinates, defines the relevant terms. V T is the planet's velocity
around the sun. VX and V  are components of VQT . Note that V  + V  = VT.
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The computer routine is as follows:
V  = VOT cos 0	 (14)
V  = VOT sin qh	 (15)
V  = IV T  - V  1	 (f6)
q) = tan-i
 (Vy/Vz )	 (17)
VHP = (Vy + Vz) 1/2	 (18)
If V  < VT , retrograde swingby; _ 7r -	 (19)
If V  > VT , direct swingby; _ 7r + q5'
	 (20)
The departure vector diagram is similar in nature to the approach
diagram, and the approach and departure are symmetric around the Earth-sun
line in both heliocentric an d planetocentric coordinates. Thu-
101 APP(	 101DEP I ar,, d the required periapsis radius for this amount cf
gravity turning is:
AT
Rpt = (C SO r _ 1)----	 (21)HP
A minimum allowable value of Rpt, Rpmin' is established by the extent of the
planet's atmosphere. If the above-calculated Rpt is less than R pmin , a free-
return swingby is not possible and propulsion must be used. There are four
parameters of interest: 	 `•
i. Propulsive AV for capture into a very loose orbit.

















3. Amount of apsidal rotation required for a swingby to Earth return.
4. Propulsive AV for this apsidal rotation.
If R < R	 , we set R = Rpt	 pmin	 pt	 pmin

















Then the propulsive AV's are

























Or = 2(p	 (28)
The planetocentric path angle, far , must be turned downward at the
point where the approach and departure hyperbolas intersect. Symmetry deter-
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R=	 V ^-- i + e cos
	 ,	 (30)ar	 R pt PT
	
= tan 	 µt2-- ^ sin r	 (31)ar	 Rpt VPT	 2
1/2
V = V 2 -2 , t - µt	 (32)ar	 PT 	 Rpt	 ar





If the required amount of ap p idal rotation is large, aspidal rotation by capture
and later ejection from a circular orbit may require less AV than that calculated
by equation (33).
All that remains is to compute launch conditions from Earth:
VHP4) _ VP - EMOS ,	 M,)
VPO = (µ6 /Rpo ) i/2 2	 (35)
I/2





,.	 Note that (by symmetry) VAo V6

































NOTE;	 n was restricted to less than 18 because
solutions for missions longer in duration
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RESULTS
The computer program was exercised for missions to all of the outer
planets, beginning with Jupiter. Hand calculations for one o! the Jupiter cases
(n = 1; 600-day mission) were used to check program operation. Missions for
n > 18 were not analyzed because such long durations were viewed as impractical.
Therefore, all possible missions of this symmetric variety were found for
i upiter ( 4 cases) and Saturn ( i i cases) , but not for the more distant planets.
Results are summarized in Table I through V1. Free-return missions
were found for Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus. It is presumably ;rue that free-
return missions to Nepture and Pluto would have been found if sufficiently long
durations had been investigated.
The principal mission of interest for future investigation is the 1000-day
flyby of Jupiter. Missions to the other planets are either too long in duration or
too demanding in terms of propulsion requirements. The 1000-day Jupiter mis-
s ion has an impulsive AV requirement for launch from Earth orbit of 7. i9 km/
sec. A reasonable allowance for gravity losses during the escape maneuver
would increase this to roughly 8. 5 km/sec. This requirement is within the
capability of a solid-core ( NERVA) nuclear rocket. Entry velocity upon return
to Earth is slightly over 15 km/sec, a figure ordinarily viewed as practical for
manned Mars missions. This mission could be converted to a loose capture
stopover- with the expenditure of roughly an additional 4.5 km/sec.4	
_	
..
This mission profile is somewhat more difficult than a Mars
-landing mission in that it is longer (1016 days vs. 450-550 days) and
it is exposed to the asteroid belt environment and Jupiter radiation
belts environment, both of which are largely unknown. However, the
Jupiter flyby incorporates only one major propulsion maneuver.
More energetic propulsion than NERVA-class would allow missions of
reasonable duration to the more distant planets. What form this more energetic
propulsion might take is not clear at present. Nonetheless, assuming it to be of
some high-thrust form such that the impulsive-maneuver calculations employed
herein are relevant, mission AV requirements as a function of target planet
distance can be plotted on the basis of an assumed mission duration of roughly
five years ( Fig. 3) . The rapid escalation of propulsion requiremecit with greater
distance is striking. For Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, less propulsion is re-
















TARGET PLAW DISTMM, A.U.
FIGURE 3, PROPULSION REQUIREMENT AS A FUNCTION OF
DISTANCE FOR FIVE-YEAR ROUNDTRIP MISSIONS
14
1•	 I
FIGURE 4. HYPOTHETICAL FIVE-YEAR JUPITER-SATURN FLYBY
1
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RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL STUDY
w
The i000-day Jupiter flyby merits further study. The first step should
be more precise flight mechanics analysis, using actual planetary orbits, to
che(;k effects of launch window requirements and to insure that, under more
precise analysis, the periapsis altitude required at Jupiter will remain safely
above the atmosphere.
The reason. that rapid missions to more distant planets are not :free-
returns is, at least partly, t1) at the required gravity path deflection at the target
approximates 18011 . A multiplanet mission could possibly be contrived to reduce
propulsion requirements as compared to a single-planet flyby. Figure 4 shows
a postulated Jupiter-Saturn flyby. This mission was not analyzed, but the re-
quired turning angles appear possible with a low-periapsis (70 000 km) flyby
of Saturn, flying between the rings and the planet surface. A two-dimensional
analysis is recommended as a first step in checking the feasibility of this mis-
sion. It appears possible that the Jupiter swingby would reduce the propulsion
requirements for a five-year Saturn round trip mission from about 26 km/sec
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